The Society organised “Fu Hong 2018 Community Day: Innovative Services and Inclusive Arts Exhibition” on 7 - 8 September 2018 at The Jockey Club Hall, 1/F., FHS Rehabilitation Centre, to introduce its innovative services and showcase the inclusive artworks of service users. The Society also made use of this special occasion to honour the profound contribution of our Co-founding Members: Dr Simon WONG Kam-kee, Mr Simon LI Pak-ho and Fr Giosuè G BONZI and to jointly celebrate the honour of Fr BONZI in receiving the well-deserved Bronze Bauhinia Star (BBS) awarded by the HKSAR Government this year.

The Society was hugely honoured to have the honorable Matthew CHEUNG Kin-chung, GBM, GBS, JP, Chief Secretary for Administration, as the officiating guest of the ceremony on 7 September 2018. On behalf of the Society, Mr CHEUNG presented service users’ Chinese calligraphy works to three of the Co-founding Members, to thank them for their dedication and contributions over the years. In his speech, Mr CHEUNG remarked that Fr BONZI is fully committed to serving persons with disabilities in Hong Kong and has made significant contribution to society, and congratulated Fr BONZI on his well-deserved BBS award. Mr CHEUNG specially highlighted two of our Theme booths in his speech, namely “Inclusive Arts” and Vocational Development “Smart System for Warehouse Management and Catering Work” during the ceremony and stressed that both the Government and Fu Hong Society, have a high regard for the development of artistic potential and vocational skills of persons with disabilities.

The Community Day attracted nearly 400 participants, such as representatives from the government, business and social welfare sectors, community members and parents. The Community Day was rich in content, including cocktail party, pop up Store, inclusive garden (horticultural therapy), cookie-selling store, performances by service users, inclusive photo exhibition, leather handicraft demonstration and so on. Besides, there were six exhibition booths focusing on the inception of the Society, family care home service, “Best Buddies Hong Kong” Movement, inclusive arts workshop, vocational rehabilitation training and latest developments of the Society. An interactive approach was also adopted as an interesting means to give an unforgettable experience to participants and enable them to understand the innovative and unique services of the Society.

The Society will continue taking an active approach to meet the needs of persons with disabilities from different angles. We earnestly appeal for the support of the Government and various sectors in jointly building a caring and inclusive society.

**Fu Hong 2018 Community Day: Innovative Services and Inclusive Arts Exhibition**

Gratitude to the Love and Kindness of Co-founding Members:
Dr Simon WONG Kam-kee, Mr Simon LI Pak-ho and Fr Giosuè G BONZI cum Congratulations to Fr BONZI on Receiving the BBS Award

Territory-wide Flag Day 2018

Fu Hong Society was authorized by the Social Welfare Department to hold a territory-wide Flag Day on Saturday 20 October 2018, to raise funds for serving persons with intellectual / psychiatric / physical disabilities and those with autism spectrum disorders. More than 4,300 volunteers participated in this meaningful event with fine weather that day.

Mr SZE, Kyran, MH, Our Council Chairman, Fr. Giosue BONZI, Spiritual Adviser, Council member: Mr LAM Chun-man, Anthony, SBS, QFSM, CPM, Dr HUI LO Man-chun, Jenny, Mr LEE Chun-lam, John, Dr KWOK Kin-fun, Joseph, BBS, JP and Mr LO Hung-yip, Ms Frankie TSUI and Ms Silvia MAK cheered on the volunteers in different districts. In order to attract more donations from the public, Madam Hong’s Bakery and Hallmark Cards jointly launched the “Forever Friends” bear gift sets. The lovely bear design on the flags was well received by the public. With the support of people from all walks of life, this year’s Flag Day was a great success.